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Transient Triggering of Near and Distant Earthquakes 

by Joan Gomberg,  Michael L. Blanpied, and N. M. Beeler 

Abstract We demonstrate qualitatively that frictional instability theory provides 
a context for understanding how earthquakes may be triggered by transient loads 
associated with seismic waves from near and distance earthquakes. We assume that 
earthquake triggering is a stick-slip process and test two hypotheses about the effect 
of transients on the timing of instabilities using a simple spring-slider model and a 
rate- and state-dependent friction constitutive law. A critical triggering threshold is 
implicit in such a model formulation. 

Our first hypothesis is that transient loads lead to clock advances; i.e., transients 
hasten the time of earthquakes that would have happened eventually due to constant 
background loading alone. Modeling results demonstrate that transient loads do lead 
to clock advances and that the triggered instabilities may occur after the transient 
has ceased (i.e., triggering may be delayed). These simple "clock-advance" models 
predict complex relationships between the triggering delay, the clock advance, and 
the transient characteristics. The triggering delay and the degree of clock advance 
both depend nonlinearly on when in the earthquake cycle the transient load is applied. 
This implies that the stress required to bring about failure does not depend linearly 
on loading time, even when the fault is loaded at a constant rate. The timing of 
instability also depends nonlinearly on the transient loading rate, faster rates more 
rapidly hastening instability. This implies that higher-frequency and/or longer-du- 
ration seismic waves should increase the amount of clock advance. These modeling 
results and simple calculations suggest that near (tens of kilometers) small/moderate 
earthquakes and remote (thousands of kilometers) earthquakes with magnitudes 2 to 
3 units larger may be equally effective at triggering seismicity. 

Our second hypothesis is that some triggered seismicity represents earthquakes 
that would not have happened without the transient load (i.e., accumulated strain 
energy would have been relieved via other mechanisms). We test this using two 
"new-seismicity" models that (1) are inherently unstable but slide at steady-state 
conditions under the background load and (2) are conditionally stable such that in- 
stability occurs only for sufficiently large perturbations. For the new-seismicity 
models, very small-amplitude transients trigger instability relative to the clock-ad- 
vance models. The unstable steady-state models predict that the triggering delay 
depends inversely and nonlinearly on the transient amplitude (as in the clock-advance 
models). We were unable to generate delayed triggering with conditionally stable 
models. For both new-seismicity models, the potential for triggering is independent 
of when the transient load is applied or, equivalently, of the prestress (unlike in the 
clock-advance models). In these models, a critical triggering threshold appears to be 
inversely proportional to frequency. Further advancement of our understanding will 
require more sophisticated, quantitative models and observations that distinguish 
between our qualitative, yet distinctly different, model predictions. 

Introduction 

We present results of heuristic models of earthquake 
triggering, based on the behavior of a simple spring-slider 
system as a model of fault slip governed by rate-state con- 

stitutive laws (Dieterich, 1979, 1986; Ruina, 1983). Our ap- 
plication differs from earlier spring-slider models (Dieterich, 
1979, 1981, 1986, 1994; Rice and Gu, 1983; Gu et  al., 1984; 
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Carlson and Langer, 1989; Carlson et al., 1991; Gu and 
Wong, 1991; Dieterich and Kilgore, 1996) in that we focus 
on "dynamic" triggering, seismicity (i.e., slip) initiated by 
stress or strain changes associated with passing seismic 
waves. Dynamic triggering has been proposed to explain the 
distant seismicity triggered by the M 7.3 Landers, California, 
earthquake (Hill et al., 1993, 1995; Anderson et al., 1994; 
Gomberg and Bodin, 1994; Gomberg, 1996) and remotely 
triggered seismicity at The Geysers, California (Gomberg 
and Davis, 1996). We demonstrate that dynamic triggering 
can plausibly explain remote seismicity, even that which oc- 
curs with considerable delay between the passage of the trig- 
gering transient and the onset of triggered activity. Note that 
herein the term "triggered" differs from some others in that 
the triggered event may occur at any time; e.g., Hill et al. 

(1993) required that the timing of triggered activity meet 
certain statistical criteria in order to identify it in real earth- 
quake catalogs. We do not impose such restrictions because 
our objective is not to solve the observational problem of 
how to identify triggered seismicity. Our goal is to test the 
feasibility of dynamic triggering by beginning with simple 
hypotheses and models--we do not attempt to model the 
complex mechanics of faulting in the real Earth. 

Dynamic triggering also may be considered as a possi- 
ble mechanism for generation of aftershocks and multiple- 
earthquake sequences. Heretofore, most studies have hy- 
pothesized that static stress changes that move a fault closer 
to satisfying a Coulomb frictional failure criterion (often 
called Coulomb failure stress changes) promote aftershocks 
and earthquake sequences (Das and Scholz, 1981; Stein and 
Lisowski, 1983; Dieterich, 1986; Reasenberg and Simpson, 
1992; Harris and Simpson, 1992; Jaume and Sykes, 1992; 
Stein et al., 1992; Du and Aydin, 1993; King et al., 1994; 
Dodge et al., 1995; Harris et aL, 1995). Some of these stud- 
ies conclude that static Coulomb failure stress changes alone 
cannot initiate rupture (Harris and Simpson, 1992), and oth- 
ers conclude that the relevance of such changes remains elu- 
sive (Du and Aydin, 1993; Dodge et al., 1995). Considerable 
attention has been paid to the potential for static stress 
changes to advance the time of fault failure (referred to as 
clock advances) (Harris and Simpson, 1992; Stein et al., 

1992; Jaume and Sykes, 1992; King et al., 1994), because 
such advances may alter estimates of earthquake probabili- 
ties. Our modeling experiments suggest that dynamic stress 
changes also cause clock advances. Furthermore, unlike 
most previous triggering studies, we consider the possibility 
that (static or dynamic) triggering does not simply represent 
an advance of the time of failure but rather that it induces 
earthquakes that would not have occurred under a constant 
background load alone (see also Hill et al., 1995; Gomberg 
and Davis, 1996). These considerations add complicating 
dimensions to seismic hazard evaluation. 

The implications of dynamic triggering are profound, 
albeit extremely difficult to test observationally. That is, the 
timing and/or potential for future earthquakes depends not 
only on the localized static stress changes associated with 

past earthquakes but also by the more far-reaching, transient 
seismic waves (and any aseismic transients) they generate. 
We cite a few examples of apparent far-reaching connections 
between earthquakes to demonstrate the plausibility of trig- 
gering by transient seismic waves emanating from a distant 
source, acknowledging that other causative processes also 
may be partly or completely responsible. [For summaries of 
other possible processes, see Rice and Gu (1983) and Hill 
et al. (1993, 1995).] The most unambiguous example of dy- 
namically triggered seismicity is that which followed the 
Landers earthquake. Obvious increases in seismicity rates 
occurred within seconds to days after the Landers earth- 
quake, as far as 1250 km from the Landers epicenter (Hill 
et al., 1993). Other cases of smaller increases in seismicity 
rates triggered by large remote (distances greater than sev- 
eral source dimensions) earthquakes have been documented 
in Japan (Kanamori, 1972), Costa Rica (Protti et al., 1995), 
and Mexico (Singh et al., 1996). A common perception is 
that triggered seismicity correlates with young volcanism 
and geothermal activity. In the one study that examined this 
rigorously, Anderson et al. (1994) concluded that this cor- 
relation probably does not exist. They showed that only a 
small number of Landers-triggered earthquakes correlated 
with regions of young volcanism and that while an extensive 
correlation with high heat flow cannot be ruled out, in nu- 
merous geothermal areas, seismicity was not triggered. An- 
derson et al. (1994) suggested that triggered activity may 
correlate with regions of high seismicity, thus leading to an 
apparent correlation with recent volcanism and geothermal 
activity that tend to have high seismicity rates. However, 
they also concluded that none of these conditions alone, high 
seismicity, recent volcanism, or geothermal activity, were 
sufficient conditions for extensive triggering. 

Earthquake prediction schemes that monitor seismicity 
changes within areas an order of magnitude larger than the 
potential mainshock source dimension explicitly assume 
long-range interactions (Keilis-Borok and Kossobokov, 
1990; Kossobokov and Carlson, 1995); theoretical modeling 
(Pepke et al., 1994) and empirical data (Kagan and Jackson, 
1991) validate such assumptions. Rice and Gu (1983) cite 
examples of apparently related Chinese earthquakes, sepa- 
rated by 480 to >1100 kin. Press and Allen (1995) use a 
pattern recognition algorithm with regional seismicity re- 
cords and conclude that seismicity in the Great Basin and 
Gulf of California may modulate seismically accommodated 
deformation in southern California. 

Model Parameterization 

We explore the characteristics of instability behavior for 
a simple massless spring-slider system. Numerous previous 
studies have used the spring-slider block model of a one- 
dimensional fault because it is the simplest model that in- 
corporates both a "fault" (a frictional sliding surface) and 
elastic surroundings through which the fault is loaded (albeit 
approximately). The stored elastic stress in the country rock, 
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or equivalently in the spring, is relaxed when the shear trac- 
tion on the fault drops to zero. In such a model (Fig. 1), the 
shear stress in two elastic blocks, each driven at a distance 
L from a fault with a fault-parallel relative displacement D, 
equals D G I L ,  where G is the rigidity of  the block. The stress 
relaxed on the fault equals Gd/L  for a simple dislocation with 
displacement d on fault length L. The fault length equals the 
loading distance because for a dislocation on a fault with 
length L, the stress is relieved in a volume with radius - L  
(Bodin and Bilham, 1994). G / L  is the fault or block stiffness 
(equivalent to the spring stiffness in the slider model) (Die- 
terich, 1978). 

The essence of our model is a modified rate-state con- 
stitutive frictional law in which the coefficient of  friction at 
the base of  the slider is 

/~(t) = I~ o + a ln[V(t)/Vo] + b ln[~Ct)Vo/dc] (1) 

(Dieterich, 1986). The state variable, ~, is a function of time, 
t, and slider velocity, V. The rate of  change of ~ is governed 
by the evolution law 

(a)  

O" v , +  , t z + +  , i l l  

d~( t )d t  = 1 - { ( t )  V(t)/dc (2) 

(Ruina, 1983). Here dc represent a critical slip distance, and 
P0 and V0 are a reference frictional coefficient and velocity, 
respectively, a and b are dimensionless parameters. The po- 
tential for instability requires that b > a (Rice and Ruina, 
1983). A number of physical interpretations may be ascribed 
to ~ and dc. ~ may be thought to represent the contact area 
(Scholz, 1990), the time scale over which contact surfaces 
evolve (Dieterich, 1979, 1981), the width of the actively 
deforming shear zone (Marone and Kilgore, 1993), or a 
function of the porosity of fault-zone material (Sleep, 1995; 
Segall and Rice, 1995). d c may be thought of  as the displace- 
ment on the fault surface required to change the population 
of contact points (Dieterich, 1979, 1981). The behaviors de- 
scribed by equations (1) and (2) have been tested extensively 
in the laboratory, and values for d c, P0, a, and b have been 
measured for a variety of  fault materials (e.g., Dieterich, 
1978, 1981; Tullis and Weeks, 1986; Marone et  al., 1990; 
Blanpied et  al., 1991; Marone and Kilgore, 1993). Model 
and laboratory experiments demonstrate that faults governed 
by equations (1) and (2) may display a rich variety of  sliding 
behaviors, analogous to natural faults. 

The system is loaded at a constant background rate, Vb, 
and by a transient load. The background load may be con- 
sidered analogous to strain accumulation due to plate mo- 
tion, and the transient displacement, x(t)T, to strains associ- 
ated with the passage of seismic waves. For simplicity, we 
assume a single load point for both background and transient 
loading. Mathematically, we write the load point displace- 
ment due to the background and transient loads as 

(b) 

Figure 1. (a) Drawing of a fault model (modified 
from Dieterich etal.,  1978; Sleep and Blanpied, 1992, 
1994). Two blocks of elastic material, separated by a 
vertical fault, undergo relative displacement D, being 
driven from a distance L with a fault-pm'allel constant 
velocity V b. L also corresponds to the length of fault 
that slips by amount d. The fault and material stiffness 
equals G/L in which G is the rigidity of the blocks. 
The fault patch (darker area on fault surface) may also 
be loaded by a transient displacement (oscillatory sig- 
nal). (b) Drawing of the spring-slider model that is 
analogous to the fault model in (a). A constant normal 
stress, a, is applied to a massless block that sits on a 
frictional surface, connected to a spring with spring 
constant k. The load point is displaced a distance Xr(t) 
+ Vbt (t is time, V b represents a constant velocity 
background load, and Xr(t)  is a transient load) causing 
the slider to move with velocity V. The motion of the 
slider and friction,/z, is governed by a rate-state-de- 
pendent constitutive law (equation 1). 

Xzp(t) = Vbt + x(t)r 

so that the load point velocity is 

dxzp(t)/dt = V b + dx( t ) r /d t .  

(3a) 

(3b) 

The velocity of the slider is V. Strain energy accumulates 
because Of the difference in displacement of the load point 
and slider. We study the system's  response for various tran- 
sient load characteristics by monitoring the slider stability 
with time, as inferred from the evolution of/~, V, and ~. The 
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evolution of / l  is governed by the change in shear stress, z, 
assuming a constant normal stress, tr, analogous to lithostatic 
stress in the real Earth and fault-parallel loading, and ne- 
glecting inertial forces (i.e., a massless slider). [A more gen- 
eral model could include inertia and changing normal stress; 
e.g. see Rice and Tse (1986), Linker and Dieterich (1992), 
and Sleep (1995).] The change in z is proportional to the 
spring constant K = kt7 in which k is the system stiffness. 
Mathematically, this may be written as 

dr /d t  = crd#/dt = crk(dxlp/dt - V). (4) 

Thus, the rate of change ofct at any time may be calculated 
according to 

dlz(t)/dt = k[dxzp(O/dt - V(t)] (5) 

(Dieterich, 1981). 
At each time step, the derivatives of ¢t, Xlp, and ( are 

calculated according to equations (1), (2), (3b), and (5), re- 
spectively; ¢t, Xtp, and ~ at subsequent time steps are calcu- 
lated using a Runga-Kutta algorithm (Press et  al., 1986). At 
each time step, the slider velocity is calculated from equation 
(1): 

ln[V(t)/Vo] = {#(t) - Po - b ln[~(t)Vo/d~]}/a.  (6) 

At the time of mechanical system instability, the calculations 
become numerically unstable and are stopped. 

Physical instabilities arise when the fault strength de- 
creases with slip at a rate greater than does the resisting force 
associated with the elastic stiffness of the surrounding ma- 
terial. Equations (1) and (2) describe the changing strength 
of the fault or slider, and equation (4) describes the inter- 
action with the surrounding material. A requirement for in- 
stability is that slip exceed de; this is consistent with a critical 
threshold for earthquake triggering (Gomberg and Davis, 
1996; Roy and Marone, 1996). In addition, instability is 
guaranteed if the system stiffness is less than a critical value, 
kc, o r  

k < k c ,  kc = (b - a)/d~, (7) 

except when the system is exactly at steady state (Rice and 
Ruina, 1983). (Note that for a > b, k~ < 0, and the system 
is stable for any value of k.) Steady-state conditions imply 
that d~/d t  = 0. When loaded at a constant rate V b, the steady- 
state velocity, V~, must equal Vb, and the steady-state model 
variables are 

v ( O = V s s = V b ,  

4 ( 0  = d~lVs~, 

p(t) = ¢t o + (a - b ) l n ( V ~ s l V o ) .  

(8) 

We test two end-member hypotheses. In the clock-ad- 

vance hypothesis, the transient loads simply advance the 
time of instabilities that would have happened due to the 
background load. In this case, parameters are selected so that 
the system is unstable (k < k c) and is not initially at steady 
state. In the new-seismicity hypothesis, the transient loads 
cause instabilities to occur that would not have otherwise. 
In this case, either the system is conditionally stable (k > 
kc) and the transient "pushes" it over the stability boundary 
or it is inherently unstable (k < k~) but begins with steady- 
state conditions prevailing (equation 8). 

Equation (1) constrains the motion of the slider so that 
V cannot be negative and thus the slider cannot go backward 
(positive V and V b implying motion in the same direction). 
This does not seem restrictive for constant-rate background 
loading, but as will be shown, it is a key constraint on the 
slider response to an oscillatory transient load. Although the 
load point may move forward and backward, the slider re- 
sponds only by changing the rate at which it moves forward. 
Relating this to loading of faults, it implies that a transient 
load only can affect the rate at which strain accumulates on 
the fault and cannot actually relax it completely (V = 0) or 
drive it backward (V < 0). This may be an appropriate rep- 
resentation of faults for which the transient load is signifi- 
cantly smaller than the accumulated stress or strain at the 
time the transient is applied (hereafter called "prestress"). It 
is consistent with estimated magnitudes of triggering dy- 
namic strains that are small relative to assumed failure strain 
levels (Hill et  al., 1993; Anderson et  aL, 1994; Gomberg and 
Bodin, 1994; Spudich et al., 1995; Gomberg and Davis, 
1996). However, there may be situations in which the pres- 
tress is small, and equation (1) should be applied with cau- 
tion, such as to model deep afterslip, triggered slip, or earth- 
quakes (including aftershocks) on faults that have recently 
ruptured or that creep. Natural examples of backward slip 
include observations of left-lateral displacements recorded 
at several creepmeters on or just adjacent to the creeping 
section of the San Andreas fault following the Coalinga and 
Tres Pinos, California, earthquakes (Simpson et al., 1988; 
Poley et  al., 1987). Aftershocks of the 1989 Loma Prieta 
earthquake indicated both right- and left-lateral slip on faults 
oriented subparallel to the mainshock fault (Beroza and Zo- 
back, 1993). 

Model  Experiments 

Clock-Advance Hypothesis 

In the clock-advance hypothesis, the transient loads 
simply advance the time of earthquakes that would have hap- 
pened due to background loading. A principle objection to 
dynamic earthquake triggering is based on the observation 
that triggered activity often occurs long after the transient 
(seismic waves) has passed; we hypothesize and demonstrate 
that delayed triggering may be explained simply, assuming 
processes analogous to those in our model occur in nature. 
The "earthquake cycle" is represented by the time required 
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for an instability to occur when the system is loaded only 
by the background velocity, Vb. If a transient causes the in- 
stability to occur before completion of the cycle time, the 
amount of time that it is early is the clock advance. In our 
clock-advance models, the system is inherently unstable (k 
< k~) and not initially at steady state under the background 
load. 

In all models, we define the start of the earthquake cycle 
as the time when both co-seismic and rapid post-seismic slip 
have ceased. More complex models invoking rate-state con- 
stitutive laws begin the cycle with the fault slipping with 
velocities of ~ 1 m/see, typical slip velocities during rupture 
(Rice and Gu, 1983; Tse and Rice, 1986; Stuart and Tullis, 
1995); we choose a later time because this simple slider 
model lacking inertia cannot simulate dynamic slip rates, nor 
can ruptures be stopped. However, the results of those more 
complex modeling studies provide guidance as to the initial 
conditions appropriate to the start of the earthquake cycle as 
we define it. In particular, the models of Tse and Rice (1986) 
(their Figs. 8 and 9) show that when the seismogenic zone 
has essentially become locked (e.g., at ~ 4  yr for an 84-yr 
cycle), the ruptured fault slows to velocities equal to or be- 
low the plate velocity (herein Vb), and the stress falls below 
the steady-state stress at Vb. 

Table 1 lists model parameters used in all experiments. 
Parameters are selected to be representative of geologic, lab- 
oratory, or theoretically constrained values such that a cycle 
duration in the absence of a transient is of the order of hun- 
dreds of years under steady background loading. We select 
transient parameters representative of the duration, fre- 
quency content, and amplitudes of seismic waves at regional 
or remote distances. V b = 10- ~0 rrdsec = 3 mm/yr is com- 

parable to rates of ~ 8 mm/yr estimated for the Eastern Cali- 
fornia Shear Zone (Savage et al., 1990), where most of the 
post-Landers triggering occurred. Laboratory results con- 
strain a, b, and d~ (Dieterich, 1978, 1981; Tullis and Weeks, 
1986; Marone et al., 1990; Blanpied et aI., 1991; Marone 
and Kilgore, 1993). In addition to being consistent with these 
laboratory constraints, specific values of a, b, and d~ used 
(Table 1) are similar to those used in other earthquake mod- 
eling studies [e.g., Sleep (1995) used a = 0.01, b = 0.015, 
d~ = 0.0042 m; Boatwright and Coceo (1996) used a = 
0.005, b = 0.006, d~ = 0.001 m assuming a = 100 MPa]. 

Appropriate values of the critical and material stiff- 
nesses for natural fault systems, and whether they should be 
constant or time-varying, are highly uncertain. The stiffness 
is linked to the rupture nucleation process; Dieterich (1986) 
showed theoretically that a circular slipping fault patch has 
radius r = 7z~G/24ak with a critical radius for nucleation at 
k = k~. While observations and models of rupture nucleation 
might provide some physical constraint on stiffness values, 
both the observations and interpretations vary widely [e.g., 
see Ellsworth and Beroza (1995), Abercrombie and Mori 
(1994), and references in both]. For example, the numerical 
models of Deiterich (1992) predict nucleation patch sizes 
that grow and then shrink as instability is approached and 
proceeds. The analyses of P-wave onsets by Ellsworth and 
Beroza (1995) lead them to conclude that critical nucleation 
patch dimensions scale with the ultimate size of the earth- 
quake, whereas Abercrombie and Mori (1994) conclude that 
earthquakes nucleate in a cascading process with no system- 
atic dependence on initial patch size. Given these diverse 
interpretations, and our goal of simply demonstrating qual- 
itatively the feasibility of dynamic triggering as a frictional 

Table 1 
Sine-Wave + Gaussian, General Gaussian, Ramp, and Ganssian Transients are Described by Equations (9), (13), (14), and (15), 

Respectively. ~(to) is Set So That the Initial Stress or Friction Equals/*(to). Parameters A, fo, G, and n Determine Transient 
Characteristics Described by Equation (9). 

Vb --  Vs s V(to) G(sec) A fo(Hz) 
a b /x o dc(m ) k/k c (m/sec) Vo0rdsec)  (m/sec) /L(to) or V~ (cm) or n 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 0.025 10-  lo 10-  lo 10-1o 0.99 #ss 400. 60 0.05 Sine-wave 
+ Gaussian 

(Figs. 2 and 3) 

Ramp 

General 

pulse 

(Fig. 4) 

Sine-wave 

+ Gaussian 

(Fig. 5) 

Gaussian 

(Fig. 6) 

Gaussian 

(Fig. 7) 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 0.025 10-1° 10 10 10 10 0 .99/qs  10-  H to N/A N/A 
10 6 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 0.025 10-  l0 10-  l0 10-  l0 0.99 #ss 400 and 50 2, 4 

800 and 

2 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 1.1 10-  so 10-1o 10-  lO ~ s s  400. 0.1 0.05 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 1.1 10 - l °  10 - m  10 - I °  0.99 #ss 400. 0.849, 2 

0.850 

0.005 0.010 0.7 0.001 1.1 10 l0 10 lo 10 1o 0.99,G~ 200 ,  0.850, 2 

4 0 0 ,  0.917, 

800 ,  0.983, 
1600. 1.050 
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instability process, we assume constant stiffnesses having 
values consistent with a patch size appropriate to a small 
earthquake. Our models have a critical patch radius of r c = 

64 m corresponding to a magnitude ofML -- 1 (Abercrombie 
and Leary, 1993) [assuming G = 3.5 × 104 and using ~rk~ 
-- 500 MPa/m (equation 7; Table 1) for conditionally stable 
models]. We also use ~rk = 12.5 MPa/m (~r = 100 MPa), 
which is similar to values used in other earthquake modeling 
studies of ak = 4 MPa/m (Sleep, 1995) or ak = 5 MPa/m 
(Boatwright and Cocco, 1996). In the numerical study of 
Roy and Marone (1996), they assumed values of k that are 
several orders of magnitude larger than ours, but conclude 
that ak actually must be smaller than even our estimates to 
be consistent with studies of static or dynamic earthquake 
triggering. 

The sine-wave transient in Figure 2 causes a clock ad- 
vance, and the instability occurs long after the transient load 
has finished. Here we simulate seismic waves using a sine 
wave of frequency f0, scaled by a Gaussian pulse with am- 
plitude A and width tw, and functional form 

x(t)r = A sin(2~zf0t) exp{ - [ ( t  - tp)/tw] ~-} - ~  < t < oo. (9) 

In this example, the loading cycle starts with the slider mov- 
ing at the background load velocity, and the shear stress is 
below the steady-state value [,u(t0) </ l , s  and V(to) = Vss = 
Vb]. Note that as instability approaches, ~ decreases and V 
increases. Thus, the transient causes a significant decrease 
in ~ and hastens the time of instability. In these models, 
generation of clock advances of tens of days or more require 
transient amplitudes that exceed those likely from seismic 
waves by about an order of magnitude; in our models, A is 
of the order of several tens of centimeters. According to the 
standard formula for surface-wave magnitude, 

M s = logA20 + 2.0 + 1.661ogA, (10) 

the amplitude of a 20-sec-period surface wave at distance A 
- 15 ° from an M s -- 7.5 earthquake equals A20 -- 0.4 cm. 
Assuming the same distance dependence as equation (10), 
A20 - 10 cm would be expected at a distance of several 
hundred kilometers. Although better agreement would 
clearly be more satisfying, these simple models are not 
meant to account for the true complexity of nature and thus 
should be interpreted heuristically and qualitatively. Indeed, 
the system response varies depending on the values of pa- 
rameters used in our simple slider model, on effects not in- 
cluded such as inertia (Roy and Marone, 1996), and for al- 
ternative representations of faulting [e.g., the slab model of 
Campillo et  al. (1996)]. 

Sine-wave transients always produce clock advances, as 
opposed to clock retardations, as long as the signal contains 
several nearly symmetric oscillations. This result seems con- 
trary to intuition, which might predict that a purely sym- 
metric oscillatory load should have no net affect (i.e., the 
load increases are canceled by the decreases). The fact that 

this does not occur arises from the evolutionary nature im- 
plicit in rate-state models (i.e., the response depends on the 
history of the loading) and the fact that V remains positive, 
implying that the transients do not drop the stress to zero or 
below. We clarify this by showing the system response to 
the oscillatory load of Figure 2a in greater detail (Fig. 2b). 
The sharp positive increases in slider velocity may be un- 
derstood more easily by rewriting equation (1) as 

V = V0 exp{Lu - / . tO + b ln(~ Vo/dc)]/a} .  ( l l a )  

Therefore, the change in V from tl to t2 = tl + At is 

V(t2) = V(t l )  exp{ACt/a} [~(tz)/~(tl)] b/a, (1 lb)  

and we see that slider velocity depends exponentially on 
changes in the frictional coefficient, ACt = ct(t2) - Ct(tl). 
From equation (3), the change in friction or shear stress is 
proportional to the load-point velocity relative to that of the 
slider: 

ACt ~ d# ld t  A t  = k[dx~pldt - V] At .  (12) 

Thus, as shown in Figure 2b, the slider velocity exponen- 
tially increases during the half-cycle when d x j d t  - V > 0 

and decreases when dxlp/dt  - V < 0; this corresponds to 
net forward and backward loading, respectively. During a 
half-cycle ACt > 0, V increases exponentially so d~/dt  

- ~ V / d c  and the state variable decreases approximately ex- 
ponentially. During the other half-cycle ACt < 0, V decreases 
exponentially, and d~/dt  is bounded at a value of 1 (equation 
2) so that the state variable increases negligibly. Thus, the 
net change in each cycle is a decrease in ~, which brings the 
system closer to the earthquake. Although not likely for seis- 
mic waves, model experiments show that clock retardations 
may result from asymmetric loads in which negative time 
segments sufficiently exceed the positive ones in amplitude 
and/or duration. 

We use the model to test assumptions about the role of 
prestress in triggering and also to gain new insight into the 
meaning and implications of clock advances. The great dis- 
tance between locations of triggered seismicity and the 
Landers earthquake, and thus small associated stress or strain 
changes, led to the suggestion that faults at these sites were 
prestressed to near-failure levels (Hill et  al., 1993). Use of 
clock-advance estimates in assessing probabilities of future 
earthquakes requires assumptions about prestress and failure 
stress levels (Stein et  al., 1992; King et  al., 1994; Harris and 
Simpson, 1995). We examine the dependence of dynamic 
triggering on prestress by modeling the response to tran- 
sients with identical characteristics occurring at different 
times in the loading cycle; the background load increases 
with time so that later transient load times are equivalent to 
greater prestress. Results (Fig. 3) for the initial conditions 
and transient of Figure 2 support the suggestion that the 
triggered seismicity depends on prestress and that faults that 
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Figure 2. (a) Evolution of the spring-slider 
variables from the start of the loading cycle (t 
= 0) until instability [t - 106.6 and 108.1 yr 
for systems loaded with both a transient plus a 
background (solid curves) and with a back- 
ground only (dotted curves), respectively]. 
Note that fault strengthening dominates ini- 
tially such that ¢ increases and V decreases 
with time. Once the slider displacement, X~, 
reaches the critical slip distance, de, slip-de- 
pendent weakening dominates so that ~ begins 
to decrease, enabling instability ultimately to 
occur. A clock advance refers to the amount of 
time that the transient hastens instability, pri- 
marily by causing a significant decrease in 
relative to its evolution for a background load 
only (center panel). Note the time scales 
change for the durations prior to, during, and 
after the transient. All dependent variable axes 
are linear except for V prior to and after the 
transient. (b) Temporally expanded view of the 
transient in (a), centered at the peak of the tran- 
sient. Note that during the half-cycle when dp /  
dt  = k(dx~p/dt - V) > 0, d~/dt  ~ - ~V/dc so 
that ~ decreases approximately exponentially 
and V exponentially increases. During the half- 
cycle when dkddt < 0, corresponding to back- 
ward loading, d¢ldt  is bounded at a value of 1 
so that the state variable increases negligibly 
and V decreases exponentially. Thus, after each 
transient cycle, ~ decreases, thus hastening in- 
stability. 
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failed sooner after Landers were prestressed closer to failure. 
The results also show that the triggering delay does not scale 
linearly with the level of prestress. (A smaller delay should 
mean a greater potential for recognizable triggering.) Albeit 
not an exhaustive search of the range of possible models, 
other numerical experiments assuming different initial con- 
ditions [e.g., At(t0) = At,s and V(to) < V,, = V b] and/or model 
parameters yield comparable results. 

We explore the frequency and rate dependence further 
using a constant rate or ramp and general pulse loading func- 
tions. The latter has functional form 

x(t) r = A exp{ - [(t - tp)/tw] n } (13) 

in which n is some even integer. The pulse has amplitude, 
A, and width, t w. Physically, this approximates a body wave, 
which may not have zero mean. The response to this load 
function is qualitatively the same as for the oscillatory sig- 
nals described by equation (9); we use this pulse function 
because the relationship between the time and frequency do- 
mains is simpler. As seen below, use of a simply character- 
ized function facilitates sensitivity tests and understanding 
of the system response in both temporal and frequency do- 
mains. A ramp function 

x(t) r = 0 t < t, 

= V r ( t -  t,) t>--ts (14) 

simulates loading at a constant rate, Vr, starting at some time 
t,, which might represent strains associated with extraction 
or injection of fluid or gas (Gomberg and Davis, 1996), per- 
haps magma intrusion (Rydelek et al., 1992), or loading of 
a small fault by a larger nearby fault that is creeping (Die- 
terich, 1993). We hypothesize that more rapidly applied tran- 
sients will more readily cause instabilities. This is physically 
reasonable if considered in the context of 4 representing con- 
tact time. The slower the slip velocity, the larger, older, and 
stronger the new population of contacts will be, and thus 
rupture will be more difficult (Dieterich, 1979). We find that 
for models that differ only in the value of Vr used (Table 1), 
the clock advance increases nonlinearly with increased load- 
ing velocity. For example, when t~ = 100 yr for Vr = 10 -6 ,  

10 -s, and 10 - l°  rrdsec, instability occurs after 0.01, 0.55, 
and 6.35 yr, respectively (corresponding to clock advances 
of 8.05, 7.2, and 1.71 yr, respectively). The observation that 
instability occurs when V reaches approximately the same 
value for different ramp velocities might suggest that insta- 
bility occurs when V exceeds some critical level and there- 
fore that a rate-state constitutive law is not required. How- 
ever, some mechanism must cause the slider to accelerate 
far beyond the loading velocity (become unstable). A re- 
sponse governed by rate-state laws is one way to accomplish 
this while also requiring excedance of a critical threshold for 
instability. 

Experiments with transient pulse loads indicate that the 

potential for triggering depends on both the loading rate, 
dxlp/dt, and the duration, t w. We explore this dependence by 
comparing clock advances for pulses rising and falling with 
varying rates (different powers of the exponential in equa- 
tion 13) and having different durations (different values of 
tw). Because the ramp and pulse models differ only in the 
transient load, the net slip prior to the transient nearly equals 
that of the ramp load, -1 .34  × 10 - 3  m.  The net slip at 
instability is - 1 . 6  × 10- 2 m and nearly identical to that for 
the ramp models. Again, this is not surprising given that both 
types of models have identical constitutive parameters gov- 
erning their response. In terms of real earthquakes, the 
shorter, more rapidly varying (higher frequency) transients 
might represent closer, smaller earthquakes, and longer, 
more slowly varying (lower frequency) transients might rep- 
resent larger, more remote earthquakes. Pulses of equal du- 
ration (identical values of tw) but that rise and fall more 
quickly lead to greater clock advances (e.g., the n = 4 vs. 
the n = 2 "small earthquake" pulses in Fig. 4). However, 
the increase in clock advance associated with increased load 
rate may be compensated for by the decrease in duration of 
a narrower, steeper-sided pulse (e.g., the n = 4, tw -- 400 
"small, close, high-frequency earthquake" vs. the n = 2, t~ 
= 800 "large, distant, earthquake" pulses in Fig. 4). 

The results presented in Figure 4 suggest that a transient 
load applied more slowly but lasting longer may cause a 
larger perturbation to the system. More generally, the results 
indicate trade-offs between transient characteristics, such as 
frequency content and duration, and their potential to trigger 
instabilities. We suggest that the latter is simply related to 
the ability of each characteristic to induce slip on the slider 
surface. Viewing the evolution of state, 4, as the competition 
between its time dependence and the product of the slider 
slip, x,, and velocity, V = dxJdt, leads us to this suggestion. 
Mathematically, the evolution of 4(x,, t) may be described 
by 

d4 o4 o4 ox, 
- + - -  - -  (15a) 

dt Ot Ox, Ot 

o r  

d4 _ 0~ + - - V .  (15b) 
dt Ot Ox, 

This time-slip competition becomes explicit by comparing 
equation (15b) with the evolution equation (2); it follows 
that 

- - =  1 and - (16) 
ot Ox, de 
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Figure 3. Drawing illustrating the nonlinear affect of the time, or equivalently the 
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the other rows. The bottom trace illustrates schematically the results shown in Figure 
2a. The "delay" refers to the time difference between the transient and instability, and 
the "clock advance" refers to the time difference between instabilities with and without 
the transient load. The gap in each trace indicates a change in plotting time scales. 

Thus, time causes ~ to increase, making faults stronger, but 
the slip dependence is negative, competing against the work 
of time and making faults weaker. For equal time intervals, 
the transient that induces the greater slip will be most effec- 
tive at weakening the fault, thereby causing it to fail sooner. 
The response to the three transients of Figure 4 demonstrate 
this. As the slider slip increases (by 1.05 X 10 -4, 2.20 × 
10 -4, to 2.37 × 10 -4 m corresponding to transients with n 
= 2andtw = 400, n = 4andtw = 400, andn = 2andtw 
= 800), so do the corresponding clock advances (447, 888, 
and 936 days, respectively). These slip increases occur dur- 
ing equal time intervals (_1000  sec from the transient 
peaks). 

New Seismicity Hypothesis 

The above models assume that an instability or earth- 
quake is inevitable, the transient simply shortens the time to 
its occurrence. An alternative is that the transient load ac- 
tually changes an otherwise stable system, such that the tran- 
sient is the primary cause of the triggered earthquake. This 
hypothesis, that triggered earthquakes might not have hap- 
pened in the absence of the triggering earthquake, need not 
violate distant boundary conditions such as the slip or strain 
energy budget imposed by plate motions. "New" triggered 
seismicity simply requires a change in the partitioning of 

strain relaxation between aseismic and seismic processes. 
Moreover, this change need not be large, as most triggered 
earthquakes seem to be small-magnitude events. Evidence 
from triggered seismicity following the Landers earthquake 
at Long Valley, California (Hill et  al., 1995), and at The 
Geysers, California, for many remote earthquakes (Gomberg 
and Davis, 1996) suggests that triggered activity occurs in 
excess of the background seismicity. 

We investigate this alternative hypothesis and the ex- 
istence and frequency dependence of a critical triggering 
threshold. Both laboratory and field data indicate that for 
triggering to occur a critical loading threshold must be ex- 
ceeded. This appears true whether the load is static or tran- 
sient. Moreover, field data suggest that this threshold is fre- 
quency dependent (Anderson et  al., 1994; Gomberg and 
Davis, 1996), although the precise form of the dependency 
remains unclear. Not surprisingly, the model calculations 
demonstrate that a transient load can easily cause an other- 
wise stable system to become unstable. We model stable 
systems in two ways. In both models, we chose b > a and 
V(to) = Vs~ = Vb. In the first model, k < ko so that it is 
inherently unstable (Ruina, 1983) except when the system is 
initially at steady state [/z(t0) = / t j .  We acknowledge that 
such conditions may be difficult to achieve over large spatial 
or temporal scales in the real Earth but suggest that they may 
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Figure 4. Top: Transient load pulses that qualitatively represent the effect of seismic 
waves associated with a large distant earthquake (striped curves), and two small, close 
earthquakes that differ in their frequency content (solid and shaded curves). Although 
these have identical peak displacement amplitudes (left), their associated loading rates 
differ (right). Bottom: Schematic of the slider velocity V evolution for the three transient 
loads above (all have identical background loads). Of the loads from the two small, 
close earthquakes, instability occurs sooner for the one with a more rapid loading rate, 
or equivalently more energy at higher frequencies. However, the clock advance also 
appears to depends on load duration, as illustrated by the even larger clock advance 
associated with the load from the large, distant earthquake even though it has the slowest 
loading rate. 

on smaller, yet adequate, scales be significant. Laboratory 
experiments show that the parameters that determine stabil- 
ity can change as the system evolves (Dieterich, 1981; Wong 
et aL, 1992), perhaps making these steady-state conditions 
possible. [This also suggests another hypothesis for gener- 
ating new earthquakes, one in which an initially stable sys- 
tem becomes unstable due to changing system parameters. 
We have not attempted to model such systems, as it would 
add degrees of freedom (largely unconstrained) and com- 
putational complexity to our simple models, possibly ob- 
scuring their fundamental behavior.] The second considered 
model is conditionally stable. In this case, k > kc, and insta- 
bility occurs only if a sufficiently large load perturbs the 
system variables V, ~, and ~ to an unstable condition. 

In the inherently unstable model (k < k¢), extremely 
small transient amplitudes (orders of magnitude less than d~) 
perturb the system from steady state allowing the back- 
ground load to then bring it to instability in a relatively short 
time. Consideration of the state of the system at the time the 
system is perturbed from stability clarifies the reason for this 
behavior. Note that clock-advance models begin in an un- 

stable state but with no net slip so that initially strengthening 
occurs (see Fig. 2a); ~ increases and V decreases by several 
orders of magnitude (the "direct effect"). At this low veloc- 
ity, it then takes many tens of years (--85 for the model in 
Fig. 2) for the slip to equal dc and weakening to commence. 
In the initially stable system (Fig. 5), V differs only slightly 
from Vss = Vb, and the slip already far exceeds dc. The slider 
surface does not strengthen (i.e., there is no "direct effect"), 

never increases, and V never decreases. Thus, the system 
rapidly accelerates to instability. As in the clock-advance 
models, the time to instability from the transient decreases 
with increased transient amplitude. Not surprisingly, there is 
no dependence on when the transient is applied because sys- 
tem parameters remain at their steady-state values until the 
transient is applied. 

In the conditionally stable model (k > kc) with initial 
shear stresses at or below steady-state values, the timing of 
instability does not depend on when the transient is applied. 
In this model, instability occurs either during the transient 
or, below some threshold amplitude, not at all. We attribute 
this lack of significant delay to the large stiffness that implies 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the spring-slider variables from 4000 sec before the transient 
peak (at t = 100 yr) until instability at t -- 105.9 yr. Prior to the times shown, all 
variables have the same steady-state values as those plotted before the transient. We 
show the changes in state, 3, and slider displacement, X s (As in the labels indicate 
incremental changes) in 1-sec increments because they would not be resolvable on a 
plot of the absolute values. Although these changes are many orders of magnitude 
smaller than the absolute steady-state value of 3, they are sufficient to perturb ~ and 
enable instability to ultimately occur. Note that the vertical scales for kt for both du- 
rations are identical, and for V, they are linear and logarithmic for the earlier and later 
durations, respectively. 

a rapidly changing shear stress (equation 4); i.e., once the 
perturbation is sufficiently large, the system rapidly accel- 
erates to instability. Transients below some threshold cause 
system variables to exhibit damped oscillations that quickly 
reach steady-state values (Rice and Gu, 1983). 

The conditionally stable model exhibits a critical thresh- 
old for triggering instability. [Definition of  a threshold for 
the other models (k < k~) is impossible because the slightest 
perturbation from steady state leads to instability, albeit with 
possibly long time delay.] Figure 6 compares the evolution 
of  system variables for Gaussian pulse loads just above and 
below the threshold. This type of  transient enables us to 

explore easily the rate or frequency dependence of the tran- 
sient load threshold amplitude for the conditionally stable 
model. For a given Gaussian pulse load of  amplitude A cen- 
tered at time tp with functional form 

x(t)r = A e x p { -  [(t - tp)/tw] 2} (17) 

and width, tw, a threshold may be estimated by running the 
model calculations iteratively, decreasing and increasing the 
amplitude until two adjacent values do and do not trigger an 
instability. We select a Ganssian because of the simple an- 
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Figure 6. Evolution of the spring-slider variables for transient loads just above (A 
= 8.50 mm, dotted curve) and below (A = 8.49 mm, solid curve) the triggering 
threshold for this pulse shape. We plot the durations _+ 4000 sec around the transient 
peak (at t = 100 yr) and for 100 yr after the transient. Prior to the times shown, all 
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the transient that is below the threshold, variables exhibit damped oscillations until they 
return to their steady-state values, as predicted by Rice and Gu (1983). Note that the 
vertical scales for/~ and ~ for both durations are identical. 

alytic relationship between its t ime-domain representation 
and its amplitude spectrum: 

A exp{ - [(t - tp)ltw] 2 } ~ A t w e x p [ -  (z~fiw)Z], (18) 

where f is frequency and the arrow implies transformation 
to spectral amplitude. Thus, a wider pulse with equal am- 
plitude to a narrower one will be relatively enriched in low 
frequencies and depleted in high frequencies. Figure 7 shows 
that a large increase in transient duration is required to com- 
pensate for a small decrease in amplitude. In the frequency 

domain, this implies that loads relatively enriched in higher 
frequencies trigger instabilities more easily. Roy and Ma- 
rone (1996) and Gomberg and Davis (1996) make similar 
inferences based on numerical models and field observa- 
tions, respectively. 

Note that for these new-seismicity models, the transient 
(sine-wave Gaussians, equation 9, and general pulses, equa- 
tion 13) amplitudes required to cause instability are much 
smaller than those of the clock-advance models and are con- 
sistent with amplitudes that might arise from seismic waves. 
While it is tempting to interpret this as indicating that trig- 
gered seismicity more probably represents new earthquakes 
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Figure 7. Top: Gaussian load displacements cal- 
culated according to equation (15) that just exceed a 
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(Table 1 lists model and triggering transient charac- 
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smaller). Bottom: Amplitude spectra corresponding 
to the transient loads above, coded by line type. The 
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rather than earthquakes advanced in time, we again caution 
against such quantitative interpretation of results from such 
simple models. 

Discussion 

We emphasize again that these simple models cannot 
fully represent the complexity of real seismic wave trains or 
of the processes that lead to earthquake rupture, and thus, 
they do not enable us to make quantitative interpretations or 
predictions. Nonetheless, they do provide a framework for 
understanding how triggered seismicity may be caused by 
seisrmc waves emanating from earthquakes at very remote 
distances. Regardless of our ability to quantitatively model 
the underlying mechanism, the plausibility of remote dy- 
namic triggering is demonstrated by the real-world obser- 
vations of remotely triggered seismicity, particularly those 
following the Landers earthquake (Hill et aL, 1993; Gom- 
berg, 1996) and at The Geysers, California (Stark and Davis, 
1996; Gomberg and Davis, 1996). Having demonstrated that 
the delays between the transient seismic strains and triggered 
seismicity may be plausibly explained, one might readily 
accept that the seismic waves from nearby earthquakes could 
trigger nearby seismicity yet still may find very remote trig- 

gering intuitively problematic. Our results (Fig. 4) indicate 
that the seismic strains from the distant earthquake can have 
a greater potential to advance the clock than do those from 
a nearby event with seismic strains of comparable amplitude. 
If we let the short-duration transient load represent a close, 
small earthquake and the long-duration transient a distant, 
larger earthquake, a back-of-the-envelope calculation indi- 
cates that the distant earthquake need not be exceedingly 
large for remote triggering to be viable. At a particular fre- 
quency, the seismic strain amplitude for a distant, large 
earthquake of scalar moment Mof at a distance Xf will be 
approximately proportional to 

(MojJUff ) exp(_ 2~xracTo) (19) 

in which C is the phase velocity, Q is the quality factor, T 
is the period, and 7 is the spreading coefficient (7 - 1/2 for 
surface waves). Assuming a standard moment-magnitude re- 
lation 

Mw = 2/3 log M 0 - 10.7 (20) 

(Hanks and Kanamori, 1979), C - re, and neglecting radi- 
ation pattern and source spectral difference, then for the 
waves from a large, distant earthquake to have the same 
amplitude as those from a smaller one at closer distance Xc, 
the magnitude difference between the two would be 

2 ( X f -  X~) (21a) 
Mwf - Mwc ~ 2y/3 log(Xy/X~) + 3TQln(10)" 

Supposing Xf ~ 1000 km and X~ - 10 km, ? - V2, this 
equals 

2 289 
M w f -  Mw~ ~-~ + TQ----~, (21b) 

which is less than 2 to 3 magnitude units assuming typical 
Q values, greater than several 100, and periods longer than 
a few seconds. A similar calculation using the standard def- 
inition for surface-wave magnitude (Gutenberg, 1945) yields 

M s f -  Msc ~ 1.66 log(XflXc), (22) 

again showing that an earthquake several orders of magni- 
tude farther away need only be - 3  magnitude units larger 
to have a similar, if not greater, triggering potential. 

The effects of both static and dynamic changes are not 
easily predictable, among other things, depending on the 
generally unknowable characteristic of how far along a fault 
is in its earthquake cycle. Dieterich (1992) reached similar 
conclusions, modeling the stability of a finite fault using 
interacting fault patches, the same constitutive relations, and 
specifying some initial load (i.e., prestress) and constant load 
rate. At nonzero loading rates, Dieterich (1992) found that 
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the time to failure increased nonlinearly (logarithmically) as 
the prestress level and/or the load rate decreased. The non- 
linear and rate-dependent relationship between load and in- 
stability suggests that, assuming dynamic triggering was in 
part responsible, the post-Landers seismicity increase may 
be anomalous only in its large spatial extent. If delayed trig- 
gered events and/or remote triggering are possible, then re- 
motely triggered earthquakes may occur at some level all the 
time, yet would be difficult to associate with the causative 
event. This may also explain the apparent lack of tidal trig- 
gering when searched for as a modulation in seismicity rates 
(Heaton, 1982; Rydelek et al., 1992). Dieterich (1987) ap- 
plied a rate-state model to examine tidal triggering, or equiv- 
alently the modulation of seismicity rates by sinusoidal load- 
ing. He found, as we have for transient loading, that only 
for sufficiently large sinusoid amplitudes is instability nearly 
instantaneous and rate modulation detectable. His quantita- 
tive estimates indicate that except at low normal stresses, 
instabilities triggered by tidal loads may have delays that 
obscure any periodic modulation. 

There exists growing observational evidence that ex- 
tremely small (relative to earthquake stress/strain drops) 
static or dynamic stress/strain changes affect seismicity rates 
during aftershock sequences (Reasenberg and Simpson, 
1992) and affect the probability of moderate to large earth- 
quakes (Harris and Simpson, 1992; Janme and Sykes, 1992, 
1996; Stein et aL, 1992; Du and Aydin, 1993; King et al., 
1994; Harris and Simpson, 1995). The results described 
herein suggest that the effectiveness of such small changes 
may be understood when one considers what is sufficient to 
initiate instabilities. Moreover, the rate dependence of this 
instability model suggests that the rate at which these 
changes occur is a key characteristic in their effectiveness. 
More rapid or high-frequency transients are more effective 
triggers. In the clock-advance models, the greater the pres- 
tress, the shorter the delay between triggering and triggered 
events. This leads us to suggest that aftershocks may be eas- 
ily and immediately triggered by small stress/strain changes 
because the prestress must be high (or the mainshock would 
not have occurred). Co-seismic static changes may be es- 
pecially effective at immediately triggering aftershocks, per- 
haps more so than dynamic stresses/strains, because the 
static changes occur nearly instantaneously. 

Conclusions 

We have tested various hypotheses related to the trig- 
gering of seismicity by transient stress/strain changes, i.e., 
changes associated with seismic waves from near and distant 
earthquakes. The relative recency of the recognition that 
such triggering may be possible, and thus, little prior work 
on the subject, led us to begin by posing simple hypotheses 
and testing them with simple qualitative models. Our basic 
assumption is that earthquake triggering is a stick-slip pro- 
cess. Thus, we studied the potential for, and characteristics 

of, fault instabilities using a simple spring-slider model and 
rate-state constitutive laws. 

In the first hypothesis studied, transients simply hasten 
the time of earthquakes that ultimately would have happened 
due to constant background loading alone. We demonstrate 
that transient loads can trigger delayed instabilities with sig- 
nificant clock advances. Although the model system is very 
simple, these clock-advance models predict complex rela- 
tionships between the triggering delays, the clock advances, 
and the transient characteristics. The delays and clock ad- 
vances depend nonlinearly on when in the loading cycle the 
transient load is applied. We interpret this as implying that 
the potential for faults to fail does not grow linearly with 
time from the start of the earthquake cycle, even when 
loaded at a constant background rate. The timing of insta- 
bility also appears to depend strongly and nonlinearly on the 
loading rate, with faster loading rates more rapidly hastening 
instability. This may imply that seismic waves containing 
greater amounts of high-frequency energy more effectively 
trigger seismicity. However, results also show that the tran- 
sient duration significantly influences the clock advance. 
Close (tens of kilometers) small or moderate earthquakes 
and remote (thousands of kilometers) earthquakes 2 to 3 
magnitude units larger may be equally as effective at trig- 
gering seismicity. 

Our second suite of model calculations tests the hy- 
pothesis that triggered seismicity represents earthquakes that 
would not have happened without the transient load. This 
still satisfies regional strain energy budgets, requiring only 
alteration of the partitioning between seismic and aseismic 
deformation. Such alteration will be minor if triggered earth- 
quakes are small to moderate in magnitude. We test this 
hypothesis using two new-seismicity models: (1) ones that 
are inherently unstable but slide at steady-state conditions 
under the background load and (2) others that are condition- 
ally stable such that a stability boundary must be crossed by 
a sufficiently large perturbation for instability to occur. Very 
small amplitude transients, relative to the clock-advance 
models, appear able to trigger instability in both types of 
new-seismicity models studied. The unstable steady-state 
models predict delayed instability with the delay depending 
inversely and nonlinearly on the transient amplitude (like in 
the clock-advance models). Although we have not done an 
exhaustive search of possible models, we were unable to 
generate delayed triggering with the conditionally stable 
models (instability always occurred during the transient). 
For both of these new-seismicity models, the potential for 
triggering is independent of the time, or equivalently the 
prestress state, when the transient load is applied (unlike the 
clock-advance models). Finally, we explore the character- 
istics of a critical triggering threshold using a series of sim- 
ple pulses with differing spectral characteristics. The results 
are generally consistent with a spectral amplitude threshold 
that is inversely proportional to frequency. 

In short, we have demonstrated qualitatively that fric- 
tional instability theory provides a context to explain how 
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transient stresses or strains may trigger seismicity. Thus far, 
we have modeled only a single "characteristic" earthquake. 
A next step is to examine how our results scale to the dy- 
namic triggering of multiple earthquakes on fault systems; 
i.e., how it might alter seismicity rates on a variety of spatial 
and temporal scales. The challenge now is to begin devel- 
oping more sophisticated models that will enable quantita- 
tive testable predictions about the change in seismicity rates 
due to dynamic triggering and threshold triggering slip val- 
ues and their associated clock advances. This should be pos- 
sible with further analysis of the rate and state equations, 
combined with additional seismologic information. Specifi- 
cally, with respect to the former, analytic relations may be 
derived describing the change in fault slip and potential for 
triggering (assuming a critical slip distance) with the trig- 
gering earthquake' s signal duration and moment and the trig- 
gered fault prestress (or slip rate at the time of the transient) 
(Sleep, personal comm., 1996). These need to be constrained 
by seismologic or geologic information about the statistics 
of potentially triggering earthquakes, fault slip rates and 
prestress, and seismic-wave characteristics. Trade-offs be- 
tween triggering earthquake distance and magnitude and 
constitutive parameters on these predictions also may be 
quantified. Of equal import, we also must begin to identify 
observations that will distinguish between the various qual- 
itative, yet distinctly different, model predictions described 
herein. 
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